
Build a Beautiful and Functional Retaining
Wall with DIY Retaining Wall Block Walls
Retaining walls are essential for landscaping, providing structural support
and preventing soil erosion on slopes and uneven terrain. Building a
retaining wall can be a daunting task, but with the right materials and
instructions, it can be a rewarding DIY project. In this article, we will guide
you through the steps of constructing a retaining wall using retaining wall
block walls, a durable and cost-effective solution for any landscaping
project.

Retaining wall blocks (calculate the required quantity based on the
length and height of your wall)

Gravel or crushed stone for drainage

Landscape fabric

Mortar or adhesive

Level

String line

Hammer or mallet

Trowel

Safety glasses

Gloves

Choose the desired location for your retaining wall and mark the area.



Excavate the area to a depth of at least 12 inches below the finished
height of the wall.

Level the excavated area and add a layer of gravel or crushed stone
for drainage.

Cover the gravel with landscape fabric to prevent weeds from growing
through.

Start by laying the first course of retaining wall blocks along the
excavated area.

Use a level to ensure that the blocks are level and aligned.

Backfill behind the blocks with gravel or crushed stone.

Continue laying courses of retaining wall blocks, offsetting the joints for
stability.

Apply mortar or adhesive between the blocks as you stack them.

Use a level and string line to maintain the straightness and level of the
wall.

Backfill behind the wall as you progress.

Once the wall has reached its desired height, cap it with coping blocks
or other suitable material to protect it from the elements and add a
decorative touch.

Remove excess mortar or adhesive from the joints.

Backfill the remaining area behind the wall with soil.



Plant vegetation around the base of the wall to enhance its
appearance and provide erosion control.

Durability and Strength: Retaining wall blocks are made of concrete
or stone, making them highly durable and resistant to wear and tear.

Cost-Effective: Compared to other retaining wall materials, block
walls are relatively inexpensive and easy to install.

Flexibility and Versatility: Block walls can be customized to fit any
shape or size and can be incorporated into various landscaping
designs.

Low Maintenance: Retaining wall blocks are low maintenance and
only require occasional cleaning and repairs.

Aesthetic Appeal: Block walls come in a variety of colors and
textures, allowing you to create a unique and visually appealing
retaining wall that complements your landscaping.

Our book, "DIY Retaining Wall Block Walls," provides a comprehensive
guide to building a retaining wall using retaining wall block walls. It
includes:

Step-by-step instructions with detailed explanations and illustrations.

Expert advice on choosing the right materials and techniques.

Troubleshooting tips to resolve common problems.

Design ideas and inspiration for creating beautiful and functional
retaining walls.



By following the instructions in our book, you can build a sturdy, durable,
and visually appealing retaining wall that will enhance your landscaping
and provide years of enjoyment.
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